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SHADING #2 - LINES & WAVES
For this fill, the trick is to draw the lines at random intervals and varied
thicknesses. I find to get them looking really random, I first draw a
medium line here and there across the space. I then switch to a thinner
tip and draw in some thin lines. Keep switching thickness and adding a
few lines here and there with each until it feels full. You can also choose
to make the lines in a coloured pen or pencil, which can give a light
shading effect to the area when the rest of the colouring page outlines
are in black.

Coloured waves add a nice effect without adding a lot of line detail to
an area. To create this effect, simply make undulating waves and then
colour each wave slightly different shades of the same colour. If you’re
using coloured pencils, try making the colour shades different by
changing the pressure when colouring it in... heavy and harder in some
waves, and lighter shading in others.

This pattern creates an almost herringbone design in the empty space.
It’s better used in larger areas where you can really show off the pattern.
To create this effect, start with a number of “strands” (here shown with
three strands, but it can be any number. Two to five seem to show the
effect best) at whatever thickness you prefer. Each batch of strands
meets the next batch in an offset manner at an angle. So here I’ve used
three strands at a 45degree angle, one batch jutting up to the left, then
the next cutting those off and jutting up to the right, and so on.

This effect makes a lovely pattern to fill areas. Simple draw a checkerboard within the empty area and then everywhere the lines intersect
you add a dot or diamond. The dot or diamond can be in strong black
or coloured. As well, each checker can be coloured if you wanted too...
either alternating colours or all the same colour. The final effect has a
very medieval feel to it, like the heraldry diaper patterns you see in old
manuscripts.

